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          Product:

PDFNetPython3

Product Version:

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

I want to set some background color opacity to the Text and Signature widgets. I am setting background using ColorPT with r,g,b values but unable to add opacity to it. Is there  a way to achieve it?

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Multiline field: The position of the text depends on a single-line text or a multiline text
                    


                    TextWidget: Vertical text alignment
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	PDFTron SDK Demo/Trial for Cross-Platform (Core) - Common questions
	Semantic Compare on Cross-Platform (Core) - Highlight Colors
	Filling PDF form fields on Cross-Platform (Core) - About filling form fields
	Edit annotation style properties on Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	Class Widget - SetBackgroundColor(ColorPt, Int32)
	CADConvertOptions - public CADConvertOptions setBackgroundColor (ColorPt value)
	Class CADConvertOptions - SetBackgroundColor(ColorPt)

Forums:	How to open Non-PDF document without converting to PDF in iOS?
	How can i make a pdf form editable with all its form fields?
	Enable LTV for an existing signature C++
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          Hi Vivek,

You do not have to set a transparent background, it is the default. The problem is that this is mostly controlled by the PDF viewer. For more information view the following forum posts:
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    Change border color of Field widget annotation from RED to anything else Technical Support
  

  
    Hi Mark, the tricky part is that different vendors deal with widgets differently and have their own field highlighting logic. I want to make it clear that when you see the red outline in Adobe for example, that isn’t the widget color defined on it. That’s the software’s interpretation (you can even change this color in preference) 
So most annotations the color fill/border color is defined by the annotation itself. But for Widgets, if Field Highlighting is turned on, then the viewer controls the…
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    Setting Opacity of TextField Annotation using Markup doesnot work. PDFTron SDK
  

  
    You should not have to do anything to have a transparent background, that is the “default”. Actually most PDF viewers will auto-highlight form fields at runtime. 
The following code will add a text field with no background. 
` 
// DEBUG - add dummy page to make the example clearer 
Page blank_page = doc.PageCreate(); 
var builder = new ElementBuilder(); 
var writer = new ElementWriter(); 
writer.Begin(blank_page, ElementWriter.WriteMode.e_overlay); 
var element = builder.CreateRect(0, 0, blank_p…
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